Abstract: Landslide monitoring is important for geological disaster prevention, where Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) images have been widely used. Compared with the Interferometric SAR (InSAR) technique, intensity-based offset tracking methods (e.g., Normalized Cross-Correlation method) can overcome the limitation of InSAR's maximum detectable displacement. The normalized cross-correlation (NCC) method, based on single-channel SAR images, estimates azimuth and range displacement by using statistical correlation between the matching windows of two SAR images. However, the matching windows-especially for the boundary area of landslide-always contain pixels with different moving characteristics, affecting the precision of displacement estimation. Based on the advantages of polarimetric scattering properties, this paper proposes a fully polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) offset tracking method for improvement of the precision of landslide displacement estimation. The proposed method uses the normalized inner product (NIP) of the two temporal PolSAR Pauli scattering vectors to evaluate their similarity, then retrieve the surface displacement of the Slumgullion landslide located in southwestern Colorado, USA. A pair of L-band fully polarimetric SAR images acquired by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar (UAVSAR) system are selected for experiment. The results show that the Slumgullion landslide's moving velocity during the monitoring time ranges between 1.6-10.9 mm/d, with an average velocity of 6.3 mm/d. Compared with the classical NCC method, results of the proposed method present better performance in the sub-pixel estimation. Furthermore, it performs better when estimating displacement in the area around the landslide boundaries.
Introduction
As a kind of natural geological disaster, landslide has caused enormous property damage and a large number of casualties all over the world [1] . Landslides occur more often and cause more serious loss in developing countries [2] . To prevent or reduce damages caused by landslides, it is necessary to monitor them. Common landslide monitoring methods are in-situ observations, GPS, and remote sensing techniques [3] . Among them, remote sensing can automatically monitor the displacement or changes of the whole landslide, not only of a few observation points. This technique has been widely applied in the three aspects of landslide investigations, namely landslide recognition, landslide monitoring, landslide hazards forecasting [4] . For optical remote sensing, cloudy or rainy areas always pose difficulties to regular landslide monitoring [5] . However, synthetic aperture radar (SAR) systems can monitor landslides in all weather and with all illumination conditions. With these advantages, SAR images have been used for many studies to monitor landslides in recent decades [6, 7] . 
where the template size is MˆN, i P t1, 2, . . . , Mu and j P t1, 2, . . . , Nu. m i,j and s i,j are intensity values at pixel pi, jq within the template of I M and I S , respectively. µ m and µ s are the mean of the template of I M and I S , respectively. After defining a searching window in image I S , the NCC correlation plane can be calculated by shifting pixel by pixel. Then, we can find the peak value of the correlation plane. To achieve a sub-pixel accuracy, correlations around the peak location should be interpolated. Finally, the sub-pixel offsets along the azimuth and range directions are determined by the peak of the interpolated correlation plane.
The Proposed Polarimetric Tracking Algorithm
A fully PolSAR system acquires four-channel images in the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarization basis. Then, the observed scattering matrix can be expressed as a 4-D polarimetric vector Ñ K " pS HH , S HV , S V H , S VV q T [34] . For a monostatic backscattering system and a reciprocal target, the scattering matrix is symmetric; that is, S HV " S V H . Then, the 4-D scattering vector can be reduced to a 3-D polarimetric vector
2S HV , S VV ‰ T [35] .
Matching algorithms are based upon an assumption that the matched point and the reference point have similar characteristics. However, traditional single channel SAR images only have very limited information for reference in each pixel, so matching algorithms will use the statistical properties of the neighboring pixels to select tie-points. Compared with the single polarization SAR image, the fully polarimetric SAR image has more information contained in one pixel, which can better represent the scattering mechanisms of the targets. Thus, for PolSAR image registration, we can assume that the matched pixel and the reference pixel have the same polarimetric scattering mechanisms. As PolSAR is sensitive to the structure and orientation of the targets, many different types of target decomposition methods have been widely used to analyze the polarimetric scattering mechanisms of the targets [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . For example, the Pauli decomposition-a widely used coherent target decomposition method for the PolSAR images-decomposes the target into three different basic scattering mechanisms: the surface or odd-bounce contributions (pS HH`SVV q{ ? 2), the double-bounce or even-bounce contributions (pS HH´SVV q{ ? 2), and the diffuse (volume) contributions ( ? 2S HV , in the monostatic case, where S HV " S V H ). Surface contributions are mainly from point scatterers, flat surface, or trihedral corner reflectors. The double-bounce contributions are mainly from dihedral structures like ground-wall or ground-trunk. The diffuse (volume) contributions correspond to the statistical distributed scatterers like the forest canopy. After vectorization, the target's Pauli decomposition vector can be written as in Equation (2) .
According to the basic assumption mentioned above, we use the normalized inner product (NIP) of the two temporal PolSAR Pauli scattering vectors
p for each image pixel as the criteria for matching.
3)
The normalized inner product δ P r0, 1s measures how well the vectors
p align linearly. When δ " 1, the two scattering vectors are perfectly aligned or are linearly correlated. Conversely, when δ " 0, the two scattering vectors are orthogonal, which means they are totally uncorrelated. For the two calibrated PolSAR data with the same acquiring conditions, amplitudes of each polarization channel for the same target are thought to be the same or similar. In this case, the NIP can be used to evaluate the similarity between two scattering vectors [41] . As PolSAR images are also affected by noise, we use the mean value xδy of the polarimetric normalized inner product (PolNIP) of the neighboring pixels as the final correlation value. Like the traditional NCC method, offsets between the master and slave polarimetric SAR images are estimated by the location of the peak in the PolNIP matrix. Finally, the interpolation around the peak of the PolNIP matrix is used to achieve sub-pixel offsets.
Study Area and Experimental Results
In order to validate the proposed method, two L-band fully PolSAR images acquired by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar (UAVSAR) system are selected. These images cover the Slumgullion landslide (37˝59 1 30" N, 107˝15 1 25" W) located in the San Juan Mountains of Colorado, USA. It is reported that the Slumgullion landslide has been moving continually for over 300 years. It is one of the most famous landslides and is an Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) of USA. Its active part is about 3.9 km long [42] , with widths ranging from 100 m to 500 m. The ground surface elevation along the landslide is between 2750 m and 3650 m [43, 44] . A number of studies and experiments have been carried out relating to this area. Many scientists have made efforts to analyze its motion characteristics and inner mechanism. Milillo, etc. 2014 [45] used the COSMO-SkyMed Spotlight interferometry with a data acquisition interval of 24 h to inverse the Slumgullion landslide motion. In recent years, more and more fully polarimetric SAR data have been acquired by spaceborne and airborne SAR systems. The increasing polarimetric information provides opportunities to improve the accuracy of displacement estimation.
The two UAVSAR PolSAR images were acquired on 19 August 2011 and 9 May 2012, respectively, with an interval of 264 days. Table 1 lists their detailed information. According to the former GPS surveying results, the maximum displacement in the neck area of the Slumgullion landslide can reach about three meters during the time interval of data acquisition. In this case, it is impossible for the traditional D-InSAR method to estimate the landslide displacement, because the displacement exceeds the maximum detectable deformation gradient of the D-InSAR method. The azimuth displacement in Figure 1a shows that there is an obvious movement along the Slumgullion landslide, especially in its active part. The Slumgullion landslide can be simply divided into three main parts: the upper part, the hopper and neck area, and the lower part. The upper part indicates normal faults and tension cracks [44] . For the hopper and neck area, the elevation decreases sharply. The lower part indicates thrust faults [44] . Due to the complex fault movement inside the Slumgullion landslide, the range displacement ( Figure 1b) shows more complex characteristics. Figure 1c shows the 2D displacement vectors composed of the azimuth and range displacement in part of the landslide, which looks like a funnel-shaped stretch [44] -the sliding rate reaches the maximum 10.1-10.9 mm/d. As described in reference [42] , the monitoring site (located in the hopper and neck area) had an average velocity of 10 mm/d during the period of 12 August 2004-4 June 2006. The landslide then grows wider and slides more slowly downward. The average displacement rate for this area is 4.0-5.0 mm/d. More detailed landslide geological interpretations can be found in [42] [43] [44] . 
Discussion

Performance of Sub-Pixel Estimation
To analyze the sub-pixel accuracy of the proposed method, we select the confidence measure Q introduced by Erten [31] as the criterion. The confidence measure Q is defined in Equation (4). During the time interval between these two PolSAR images, the head of the Slumgullion landslide slid with an average rate of 1.6-2.1 mm/d. For the hopper and neck area-the narrowest part of the landslide, which looks like a funnel-shaped stretch [44] -the sliding rate reaches the maximum 10.1-10.9 mm/d. As described in reference [42] , the monitoring site (located in the hopper and neck area) had an average velocity of 10 
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The larger the Q value, the steeper the peak of PolNIP. In the sub-pixel matching method, the best matching position is found by maximizing the interpolation of the matching template's correlation surface. Thus, the precision of the sub-pixel matching position is closely correlated to the steepness of the peak area around the estimated pixel. A larger Q value means more precise offset estimation. We select a pixel from the active area and the stable area to compare the matching performance of the NCC and the proposed PolNIP methods. Figure 3 shows the contour map of the interpolated correlation surface around the estimated pixel produced by the NCC and PolNIP methods. 
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The larger the Q value, the steeper the peak of PolNIP. In the sub-pixel matching method, the best matching position is found by maximizing the interpolation of the matching template's correlation surface. Thus, the precision of the sub-pixel matching position is closely correlated to the steepness of the peak area around the estimated pixel. A larger Q value means more precise offset estimation. We select a pixel from the active area and the stable area to compare the matching performance of the NCC and the proposed PolNIP methods. Figure 3 shows the contour map of the interpolated correlation surface around the estimated pixel produced by the NCC and PolNIP methods. In Figure 3 , the contour maps of both the active area and the stable area produced by the PolNIP method are more concentrated around the peak than that of the NCC method. As we know, the denser the contour line, the steeper the peak, and the smaller the error of sub-pixel estimation. Therefore, compared with the traditional NCC method, the PolNIP method can improve the accuracy of sub-pixel matching with polarimetric information. Figure 4 shows the confidence measure (Q value) images of the whole experimental area obtained by the NCC and the PolNIP. We can find that, in either the moving area (along the Slumgullion landslide) or the stable area, the Q values of the PolNIP method are larger than that of the NCC method. Furthermore, we make two statistical histograms ( Figure 5 ) of the Q values of these two methods. The histograms indicate that the PolNIP method has higher confidence.
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Performance of Displacement Estimation on Landslide Boundaries
The Slumgullion landslide has irregular boundaries, so the accurate estimation of the boundaries' displacement is very important for the analysis of the structural features of the landslides. As the NCC uses a matching window (e.g., 32ˆ32 pixels) to compute the normalized cross-correlation between two images, the matching window always contains both the moving area and the stable area around the landslide boundaries, affecting the estimation accuracy. Additionally, the size of the matching window significantly affects the correlation value and the precision of the displacement estimation. Figure 6 shows the estimated azimuth displacement maps produced by the NCC with HH channel Remote Sens. 2016, 8, 624 8 of 13 data (top) and the PolNIP (bottom) method for the sub-area A in Figure 1 under different matching windows. We can see that as the matching window size increases, the estimated displacements become more accurate. The results of small matching windows contain more errors. However, results of large matching windows for the NCC method become blurred along the boundaries of the landslide, and the larger the matching window, the more blurred the displacement map. On the contrary, displacements at the boundaries obtained by the proposed PolNIP method only vary a little with increasing matching window size. Figure 7 shows the results of the range direction. Although the range resolution (1.67 m, as shown in Table 1 ) is much coarser than the azimuth resolution (0.60 m), we can see that the estimated range displacement of the NCC method is still more blurred than that of the PolNIP method. In addition, with the increasing window size, the estimated displacement variation tendency around the boundaries in the range direction agrees with that of the azimuth direction.
landslides. As the NCC uses a matching window (e.g., 32 × 32 pixels) to compute the normalized cross-correlation between two images, the matching window always contains both the moving area and the stable area around the landslide boundaries, affecting the estimation accuracy. Additionally, the size of the matching window significantly affects the correlation value and the precision of the displacement estimation. Figure 6 shows the estimated azimuth displacement maps produced by the NCC with HH channel data (top) and the PolNIP (bottom) method for the sub-area A in Figure 1 under different matching windows. We can see that as the matching window size increases, the estimated displacements become more accurate. The results of small matching windows contain more errors. However, results of large matching windows for the NCC method become blurred along the boundaries of the landslide, and the larger the matching window, the more blurred the displacement map. On the contrary, displacements at the boundaries obtained by the proposed PolNIP method only vary a little with increasing matching window size. Figure 7 shows the results of the range direction. Although the range resolution (1.67 m, as shown in Table 1 ) is much coarser than the azimuth resolution (0.60 m), we can see that the estimated range displacement of the NCC method is still more blurred than that of the PolNIP method. In addition, with the increasing window size, the estimated displacement variation tendency around the boundaries in the range direction agrees with that of the azimuth direction. Figure 8a indicates that the NCC and the PolNIP methods get relatively smooth curves of the azimuth displacement in the sliding area. However, around the landslide boundaries, the curve of the PolNIP method indicates more significant inflexion points than that of the NCC method. These inflexion points are the transition points between the stable area and the moving area. On the contrary, the curves of the range displacement present slight fluctuations in the sliding area. In addition, curves of the PolNIP method have significant inflexion points. Figure 8a indicates that the NCC and the PolNIP methods get relatively smooth curves of the azimuth displacement in the sliding area. However, around the landslide boundaries, the curve of the PolNIP method indicates more significant inflexion points than that of the NCC method. These inflexion points are the transition points between the stable area and the moving area. On the contrary, the curves of the range displacement present slight fluctuations in the sliding area. In addition, curves of the PolNIP method have significant inflexion points.
To figure out why the estimation results along the landslide boundaries obtained by the NCC method are more blurred, we plot a schematic diagram of the offsets estimation over an area containing stable and moving pixels, as shown in Figure 9 . We assume the motion area in the slave image shifts two pixels along the azimuth direction relative to the master image. When the matching window in the slave image slides along the azimuth direction from s(x, −4) to s(x, 4) (relative to the center pixel in the master block), the fitted curve of the correlation value should have two peaks at s(x, 0) and s(x, 2), respectively. However, as shown in Figure 10 , the normalized cross-correlation value of the NCC method is ambiguous for the peak of s(x, 2), which affects the sub-pixel accuracy offsets estimation. On the contrary, the proposed PolNIP method can get two peaks (as shown in Figure 10 )-s(x, 0) and s(x, 2), respectively. The reason is that the adjacent pixels' NCC value vary slightly due to similar intensity within the matching windows. In this case, it is not beneficial for offsets estimation of landslide boundary area. However, when the matching window slides one pixel for the PolNIP method, the polarimetric similarity for all pairs of temporal pixels' Pauli scattering vectors may dramatically change. Then, the adjacent pixels' PolNIP values have larger difference, which is beneficial for the location of a local peak for the fitted curve. To figure out why the estimation results along the landslide boundaries obtained by the NCC method are more blurred, we plot a schematic diagram of the offsets estimation over an area containing stable and moving pixels, as shown in Figure 9 . We assume the motion area in the slave image shifts two pixels along the azimuth direction relative to the master image. When the matching window in the slave image slides along the azimuth direction from s(x,´4) to s(x, 4) (relative to the center pixel in the master block), the fitted curve of the correlation value should have two peaks at s(x, 0) and s(x, 2), respectively. However, as shown in Figure 10 , the normalized cross-correlation value of the NCC method is ambiguous for the peak of s(x, 2), which affects the sub-pixel accuracy offsets estimation. On the contrary, the proposed PolNIP method can get two peaks (as shown in Figure 10)-s(x, 0) and s(x, 2) , respectively. The reason is that the adjacent pixels' NCC value vary slightly due to similar intensity within the matching windows. In this case, it is not beneficial for offsets estimation of landslide boundary area. However, when the matching window slides one pixel for the PolNIP method, the polarimetric similarity for all pairs of temporal pixels' Pauli scattering vectors may dramatically change. Then, the adjacent pixels' PolNIP values have larger difference, which is beneficial for the location of a local peak for the fitted curve. 
Conclusions
Based on the assumption that different ground objects can be distinguished by their polarimetric scattering properties, a new correlation measure based on fully PolSAR images for offset tracking method has been proposed for landslide displacement estimation. We apply it to the Slumgullion landslide displacement monitoring. The results show that from 19 August 2011 to 9 May 2012, the 
Based on the assumption that different ground objects can be distinguished by their polarimetric scattering properties, a new correlation measure based on fully PolSAR images for offset tracking method has been proposed for landslide displacement estimation. We apply it to the Slumgullion landslide displacement monitoring. The results show that from 19 August 2011 to 9 May 2012, the sliding velocity in different parts of the Slumgullion landslide ranged between 1.6-10.9 mm/d, which is consistent with former publications [42] [43] [44] 46] . Compared with in-situ and GPS observations in the former publications, the landslide displacement maps produced by the proposed method have higher spatial resolution, which is beneficial for geologists in interpreting the formation activity of the Slumgullion landslide.
The proposed method has been evaluated on two aspects. One is the performance analysis on sub-pixel displacement estimation. A confidence measure (Q) was used to estimate the quality of the sub-pixel estimation. The value of Q calculated by the proposed method is about twice that of the NCC method. The other aspect is the performance analysis of displacement estimation on landslide boundaries. The matching window of the NCC method always contains both moving area and stable area around the landslide boundaries, which affects the displacement estimation accuracy. In addition, with the increasing size of matching windows, the azimuth and range displacements at the landslide boundaries estimated by the NCC method become more blurred. This means that the matching windows contain some areas with different moving characteristics, especially for the landslide boundaries. However, the proposed PolNIP method uses each pixel's polarimetric information to partly reduce the effect of hybrid moving characteristics within the matching windows. The results of the proposed PolNIP method contain more detailed displacement information about the landslide boundaries. However, like the NCC method, the performance of the PolNIP method also depends on image resolution. In our experiments, we use high resolution PolSAR data, which makes it possible to use offset tracking method for monitoring of the landslide displacement. For medium resolution SAR data (e.g., Sentinel-1), the method will not deliver comparable results.
